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In Tech’s early days, the campus was fenced in with a picket fence along North Avenue and wire fencing around the back.
Expanding Outreach
To the north:
The R. Kirk Landon Learning Center is a partnership between Georgia Tech and the Home Park neighborhood.
Expanding Outreach
To the southwest:
Georgia Tech’s North Avenue Research Area is helping to bridge the gap between campus and the site of the future aquarium and World of Coke.
Expanding Outreach
To the south:

Georgia Tech is a partner with Centennial Place Elementary School.

Centennial Place scored highest of all elementary schools in the City of Atlanta with 93 percent of students at or above grade level in math and 98 percent at or above grade level in reading.
To the east:

A new front door for Georgia Tech
Technology Square extends campus across the Downtown Connector.
Components of Technology Square

⇒ South side of Fifth Street:
  → College of Management
  → Global Learning Center
  → Hotel and Conference Center
  → Outreach Building
  → Parking Deck

⇒ North side of Fifth Street:
  → Technology Square Research Building
  → Advanced Technology Development Center

⇒ Light retail and restaurants
Global Learning Center
Georgia Tech Hotel and Conference Center
Outreach Building:

Economic Development Institute
Center for Quality Growth and Development
Center for Education Integrating Science, Math and Computing
North side of Fifth Street
Technology Square Research Building
Advanced Technology Development Center